Mt. Kineo State Park, near
Rockwood
The 700-foot cliffs of Mt. Kineo rise seemingly straight up
from Moosehead Lake, reminding me of those craggy, eroded
limestone karsts of Hạ Long Bay in Vietnam.
From the comparatively undramatic shores of Rockwood, the
cliffs honestly don’t look surmountable except by rock
climbers. But in fact the hike to the amazing views from its
open cliff face is manageable for the average hiker.
The easiest way to access the island is via the 10-minute
ferry shuttle that leaves hourly from the boat launch in
Rockwood. It runs daily from May through October, and in 2022
cost $14 per person round trip.
The boat drops you off close to the main trailhead, where you
will begin your hike on the flat and easy Carriage Trail. The
path is packed gravel and should be accessible for most
wheelchairs up to the intersection with the Bridle
Trail—albeit there are some stones breaking the trail surface.
Note: As you curve around the cliff face on the Carriage
Trail, you’ll come across a few large flat rocks at the path’s
side that look like good places to launch yourself into the
lake for a swim!
If you have just a couple of hours, I recommend hiking up the
0.5-mile Indian Trail. Though it is very steep and rocky, you
have periodic magnificent views along the way. Close to the
junction with the Bridle Trail you’ll reach the greatest view
from an open grassy section at the top of the cliff. Circle
back down the less steep 0.7-mile Bridle Trail — that is, if
you want to keep your hike shortish and return the way you
came along the Carriage Trail to the ferry dock (~0.8 miles
from the intersection with Indian Trail).

Once you have made the climb up, you could, alternatively,
continue 0.4 miles along the cliff to the wooded summit of Mt.
Kineo (1,789 feet). If you are not afraid of heights, you can
climb the tower for a what I hear is an incredible view. So,
from the dock to the tower, it’s about 1.7 miles.
If you want to avoid going up all together, remaining on flat
terrain, you can walk along the easy Carriage Trail for the
length of the western side of the island (~2.2 miles), keeping
close to the water’s edge. The path narrows and roughens after
the intersection with the Bridle Trail. At the island’s
northwestern end, you’ll reach Hardscrabble Point, which is
funny name for a sweet spot. There is an open grassy clearing
here (camping is allowed), with picnic tables and a small
beach. Go for a swim!
If you have several hours and want to hike the entire loop
around the island, be warned that the North Trail has a very
steep section to Mt. Kineo’s summit. The total mileage, if you
hike Indian Trail to North Trail and return via the Carriage
Trail, is about 6.1 miles.
Directions: From downtown Greenville travel north 19.5 miles
on Route 15 toward Rockwood. Turn right marked with signs for
the Kineo Docks. From the Kineo docks it is about a 10 minute
ferry ride to Kineo. In the summer there is a shuttle that
leaves from the public boat landing in Rockwood every hour,
although the schedule may vary. A shuttle fee is charged.

Eagle Rock, Greenville
Eagle Rock is an astonishing slab of rock that juts into the
air at 2,367 feet. Its slanted, smooth slope is free of
vegetation, so there are views in every direction from its
narrow edge. (It is not dangerous or scary at all, although on
a wet day the scramble up the rock side might be slippery).
The rock forms part of the long ridge of Big Moose Mountain,
and can be accessed from two sides: from the Little Moose
Public Reserved Land, or from the Burnham Pond Road. Just
note: if you tackle it from the east, from Moore Bog Road,
you’re looking at a 3.7-mile hike versus the other flank’s
1.5-mile hike!

Local people know the best route is the 1.5-mile quicker shoot
up. But if you want a longer walk, by all means come at it
from the south. This way only has one short, steep section—but
lots of ups and downs that some hikers find wearying. On the
plus side, it includes a 0.25-mile side trail to the high,
open Raven’s Rock, with stunning south-facing views. You’ll
arrive at this side trail at 2.5 miles. Definitely don’t skip
it.
From Burnham Road, the trail starts moderately and gets
steadily steeper. There is one short ladder to help hikers.
Directions: From downtown Greenville, drive 5 mils to North
Road. Turn left into the Little Moose Public Lands, and drive
1.7 miles (past the trailhead for Big Moose Mountain).
Continue straight when the road forks (Mountain Road is on the
left). Drive another 2.1 miles, and go straight at the
intersection. You’ll see a sign for for Eagle Rock here.
Continue another 1.4 miles and you’ll see a large parking area
and trailhead. The road, especially on the hills, can be quite
eroded, and so a high-clearance vehicle is best.
From Burnham Pond, turn off Route 15 onto the dirt Burnham
Pond Road. Follow it 3.5 miles to an intersection. Turn left
here onto a narrower lane and continue 1.4 miles to the
trailhead. There are places to pullover and park on the side
of the road about 100 feet ahead of the actual trail.
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There are several ways to tackle the stretched-out ridge of
Little Moose Mountain, which extends more than five miles. The
best hike bypasses the viewless, wooded summit (2,113 feet)
and brings you to a fabulous rock outcrop with views of the
Little Moose Public Reserved Land’s 15,000 acres, its ponds,
Big Moose Mountain, and beyond.
I recommend you start your walk from the trailhead off
Mountain Road, and follow the Loop Trail counter-clockwise
along Big Moose Pond and around Little Moose Pond. There is a
small beach on Big Moose Pond that could be good for swimming.
This route will bring you up — rather steeply but quickly — to
the ridge of Little Moose. You’ll come to a side trail with a
sign for a “scenic outlook.” Take this to the best views of
the trail! But if you continue along the loop, there are more
views to check out before you descend again to complete the
loop.
If you do this loop walk, it’s roughly 3.7 miles, according to
the AMC.
If you want to start your walk at the trailhead closest to
Greenville, you can park at a large lot off Route 15,
eliminating a long drive on dirt/gravel roads. Little Moose
Mountain Trail brings you up gradually along the spine of
Little Moose, with frequent nice views. On your descent on the
other side of the summit, you’ll pass Papoose Pond (and maybe
some waterfowl). At 3.8 miles, the path intersects the Loop
trail. Take a left to climb up a short, steep section for
views and to the final lovely scenic outlook, off the side

trail, at 5 miles. (Distances according to my GPS).
Other trails in the vicinity include the Mountain Link Trail,
which connects the ponds and the Little Moose Mountain trails
to the Big Moose Mountain trailhead. (The trail comes out on
North Road, about 500 feet north of the parking lot and
trailhead.) You can also hike up Little Moose the long back
way, along Notch Ponds Trail, which departs from the farthest
trailhead in the Public Lands by Big Indian Pond. This trail
includes a fabulous waterfallclose to its start. Then it
proceeds more or less evenly to the very pretty Big Notch
Pond, which has a campsite and a sweet beach for great pond
access and swimming.
From here, the path gets rougher and more overgrown, but it is
still passable. The trail climbs steeply from the pond before
emerging on an old road (that was completely overcome with
prickly raspberries when we visited). Take a left here and
continue for 100 or so yards. You’ll see the trail (which is
marked) on your right. After a short while, you will start
descending to a stream before climbing again. At 4.6 miles,
you’ll intersect with the Loop Trail. The scenic overlook is
just about a quarter mile on the right.
Directions: There are three main trailheads for Little Moose
Mountain. The easiest to access is 0.3 miles off Route 15,
about 2 miles west of downtown Greenville. The second easiest
is off Mountain Road. From downtown Greenville, drive 5 mils
to North Road. Turn left into the Little Moose Public Lands,
and drive 1.7 miles (past the trailhead for Big Moose
Mountain). Bear left at the fork and go another 1 mile to the
trailhead and small parking area on the left. The farthest
trailhead is close to Big Indian Pond. Drive past the Big
Moose Mountain trailhead and continue straight when the road
forks (Mountain Road is on the left). Drive another 2.1 miles,
and go left at the intersection (for Eagle Rock’s trailhead,
continue straight here). It’s another 3.3 miles or so from
this intersection to the trailhead. In 1.7 miles, you’ll come

to the road to Trout Pond on your right. Continue straight. In
2.61 miles, take a left at the four-way intersection. You’ll
pass a road on your left in 3.07 miles, keep going straight
here. A short distance farther, drive past a rutted road on
your left (if you have a good car, you can turn up here for
one of the trailheads, but then you’ll miss the waterfall).
So, I recommend going straight here and parking in the small
lot. You’ll see the trailhead kiosk and a blocked road, which
is the start of the Notch Ponds Trail.
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Greenville
Big Moose Mountain stands sentinel at the southern end of
Moosehead Lake, and is part of the ~15,000-acre Little Moose
Public Reserved Land.
On its south side, a popular 2.1-mile there-and-back trail
brings you to the top of the 3,194-foot peak, which has great
views over the lake and farther north. You can rest at the
summit for views, or continue a brief way along the narrow
path to a small communications tower, helipad, and a rocky
outcrop with even nicer views. Indeed, you can walk all the
way to Big Squaw ski trails and make your way down a herd path
that follows some of the less steep ski slopes.
If you’re leaving from the Public Lands, the first part of the
trail is fairly flat — which means you gain much of the
elevation in the final 0.7 miles, unfortunately! At 1.4 miles,
you’ll reach a dilapidated fire warden’s cottage, and just
beyond that will cross a stream. This marks the beginning of a
steeper climb, and a truly epic stone staircase that my GPS
measured at nearly a quarter-mile long. That was sheer agony.
At the top of this steep section, turn left to check out the
side trail that brings you to a pointed boulder with nice
views. Once you return to the main trail, you’ll climb a bit
more to a ridge, arriving at the summit in about a half mile.
If you want to hike the approximately 2-mile ascent via the
ski slopes, park at the locked gate at the end of the ski area
drive and continue by foot for the remainder of the drive.
You’ll pass an old, decrepit hotel or lodge — it’s atmospheric
and somewhat apocalyptic (at least it was in 2022). Walk
around what was once the pool, and you’ll catch the herd path
on the adjacent ski slop.
The path is faint but visible the entire way to the last
chairlift station. You’ll follow Upper Fitzgerald most of the

way. The first three-fourths are steadily steep, and then it
gets considerably steeper closer to the summit. You’ll find
the woods path behind the highest chairlift. It is not marked
but easy to follow. In roughly 0.3 miles, you’ll reach the
first open views of the summit ridge. I hiked this trail in
the rain and the path was at times incredibly soggy, mushy,
mossy, and weedy—I wonder if it may be wet in areas even on
dry days.
Directions: From Greenville, go west on Route 15 for about 3.5
miles. Turn left onto North Road. Drive roughly 1.5 miles down
the dirt road to the parking area and trailhead on the right.
There will be a sign for the trail. If you’re starting from
Big Squaw ski area, I recommend following the driveway all the
way to the locked gate. Park at the side of the road and
continue by foot the remainder of the drive. You’ll pass an
old, decrepit hotel or lodge — and you’ll catch the herd path
on the ski slop adjacent to the old pool. The path is faint
but visible the entire way to the last chairlift station.

White Cap Mountain, Bowdoin
College Grant East Township
Post by Tom Ancona
White Cap Mountain (3,654 feet) is the tallest peak between
the Bigelows and Mount Katahdin. Its mostly tree-free summit
provides expansive views stretching from Moosehead Lake to the
west past Mount Katahdin to the northeast. It also provides a
great taste of the Appalachian Trail and the 100 Mile
Wilderness since all trails up and down White Cap are part of
the AT. Should you hike this in the summer, you are almost
certain to run into north- and/or south-bound AT throughhikers.

The entire hike from the Frenchtown Road parking area to the
summit and back is 7.3 miles round trip. From the lot, walk
around the gate and follow the road for approximately 0.45
miles to the start of the Logan Brook Trail (on your right).
From the trailhead, the path gains elevation quickly for the
first half mile or so. Things level out a bit after that as
the trail mostly follows (at a distance) Logan Brook until it
reaches the Logan Brook AT Lean-To shelter. From the shelter,
the trail again gains elevation more steadily, but contains
many well-built stone stairs that make it not too challenging
to ascend and descend. Shortly after the Logan Brook shelter,
you’ll also see a well-marked sign that leads you to your
first (of many) great views of Mount Katahdin. As you near the
summit the trail leaves the forest for a more above-treeline
type environment with clear views and more exposure to the
elements.
The summit is wide open, facing the south and is clearly
marked with a rock pile and AT sign. There is plenty of room
to spread out, take in the views, and relax for a bit. Be sure
not to miss the 100-yard offshoot trail behind the summit
sign. This little trail takes you to the other side of the
summit where you are treated to breathtaking north-facing
views of Big and Little Spencer Mountains to the west, Mount
Katahdin and Baxter State Park to the east, and the nearby
Roach and West Branch Ponds just below the mountain.
Directions: From Rt. 15 in Greenville go straight through the
blinking light onto Lily Bay Rd. Drive north for 17.2 miles
and turn right on the Frenchtown Road. Take Frenchtown Road
13.6 miles until you reach the logging road gate. Whether or
not the gate is open, please park before the entrance to the
gate, as cars are not permitted past that point. The
Frenchtown Road is a dirt road, but is in great shape for any
vehicle driving carefully. Please yield to any logging
vehicles, as they have the right of way.

Number Four Mountain (and
Baker Mountain), Frenchtown
Township
Post by Tom Ancona
Number Four Mountain (2,894 ft.) is a little less traveled
than other, showier peaks in the Moosehead region, but it
provides great views from a challenging, yet doable, 2- to 4hour hike. Located northwest of Greenville, Number Four is
nestled among Elephant Mountain, Baker Mountain, Big and
Little Spencer Mountains, as well as Gulf Hagas, White Cap
Mountain, and the 100 Mile Wilderness. This is a great hike to
do on a sunny summer day because the trail is shaded almost
the whole way to the summit.
The trail is just shy of 4.2 miles total (out and back). From
the trailhead, the path meanders gradually upwards through a
series of bogs and young forest for just over a mile. From
there, the trail proceeds to gain elevation more quickly,
gaining over 800′ in the next 0.75 miles. Even in this steeper

section, the trail is pretty much dirt and roots with a few
rock stairs — this is not a rock scramble. A series of very
helpful (and more sustainable) switchbacks have been added to
this trail, so take note of the fallen logs blocking old
sections of trail going straight up the mountain. As you near
the summit, the trail levels off significantly.
The summit is tree covered but provides plenty of partially
obstructed views, especially toward Moosehead Lake, Big Moose
Mountain, and Mount Kineo. The remains of an old fire tower
are also at the summit and the tower has a ladder that can be
climbed to provide unobstructed views, including Mount
Katahdin to the northeast. However, there is no platform at
the top, so be careful climbing and taking any pictures! Also,
if you continue about 200 yards on the trail past the summit,
you’ll reach two clear overlooks — one facing Moosehead Lake
and one facing the mountains to the south. A bench encourages
you to rest and take it all in.
Baker Mountain — For those who want to check this 3,521-foot
mountain off their lists, you can hike another 4.7 miles
beyond the summit of Number Four Mountain to the viewless
summit of Baker Mountain. You will catch a few nice vistas
through the scraggly trees closer to the summit, but it’s a
long way to hike for little reward! Thankfully, the miles
between Number 4 and Baker are fairly level, and bring you
through pleasant forest, with the greatest elevation in the
final mile. The first 2.6 miles of the trail are marked with
blue blazes, which end when you reach a snowmobile trail. Turn
left here, go 25 feet, and look for the footpath on the right
(there are clear signs). The final 2.1 miles of the trail are
marked with red metal markers. The total mileage, if you hike
to Baker Mountain and back, is just a bit less than 14 miles.
Directions: From Rt. 15 in Greenville go straight through the
blinking light onto Lily Bay Rd. Drive north for 13.1 miles
and turn right on Meadow Brook Road. After 1.7 miles, turn
left. Follow this road for 2.2 miles, bear left, and the

trailhead will be on your right 500-600 feet ahead on the
right. A parking pullout is available just across a small
bridge after the trailhead (also on the right). Please note:
from Meadow Brook on, you are traveling on logging roads with
decent sized bumps, holes, rocks, and culverts. These roads
should be accessible for any vehicle so long as you drive
slowly and carefully. Please yield to any logging vehicles, as
they have the right of way. Additionally, you can come the
other direction, from Frenchtown Road, which is a wide dirt
road that seems more well maintained than many of the other
logging roads. From Frenchtown Road, turn south onto Lagoon
Brook Road, and in 1.4 miles turn left onto the Number 4
access road. The trailhead will be just under a mile on your
left. We found this route to be somewhat easier for our lowclearance car.
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The short trail up Young Tunk Mountain, a baby version of Tunk
Mountain in the nearby Donnell Pond Public Reserved Land,
offers a quick hike with a gradual ascent to an exposed ridge
and fantastic views (for a small mountain). We ate blueberries
at the top.
From start to summit, it is — exactly — 0.67 miles, thanks to
info provided on the large green sign at the trailhead. The
trail is easy to follow and well-worn, with blazes. It is on
private land owned by public-spirited landowners.
Directions: From Route 182, turn onto Sprague Falls Road,
which had a homemade street sign in 2022 when we visited. The
turn is just under 2 miles west of the intersection of Route
182 and Route 1 in Cherryfield. Go a couple miles on Spragues
Falls Road; the trail on the left, opposite a driveway marked
399 Sprague Falls Road (don’t park here!). The grassy turn-in
for the trail is big enough for one car — two if you park
bumper to bumper.

Quill Hill, near Rangeley
The views at the top of the cleared 2,848-foot Quill Hill are
incredible. So is the humanity! This is a mountain with a
well-maintained private road to the summit, which has been
fitted out with a large viewing area, stonework, and picnic
tables. This destination was the passion project of the
generously spirited Adrian Brochu, who started working on
Quill Hill in 2010, continuing up to his death in 2019.
We decided to visit the popular spot to check out the 0.75mile wheelchair accessible path, which runs from a small lower
parking area to the big open summit (where there is a much
larger parking lot). Quill Hill calls its views “Maine’s best
and most accessible.” I think this is accurate!
While the summit was crowded with people who drove their cars
or four-wheelers up on the day we visited, we were the only
ones on the trail. The well-made path is wide, gravel-packed,
and has a gradual incline. It is a workout for sure, but also

very doable. You’ll reach a view to the north at a little nook
with a picnic table right below the summit—a great place to
stop if you want to hang out in a quiet area.
The summit’s 360-degree views are outstanding. Breathtaking.
The people watching is good, too! I bet you might have the
place to yourself for sunsets and sunrises, perhaps more
likely on weekdays. The photos on the pamphlet show amazing
views in the fall.
Directions: From the intersection of Route 4 and Route 16 in
Rangeley, drive approximately 7 miles north on Route
16/Stratton Road. Look for the big sign for Quill Hill on your
right; the access road is also marked on Google maps. The
four-mile access road is smooth and comfortable to drive, and
the Quill Hill organization asks visitors to make a donation
to help with road maintenance. You can put some money in a
lockbox on the way out. For the trailhead, look for a small
parking lot on your left about 0.3 miles or so before you
reach the summit parking area. It’s big enough for four or so
cars. This is the start of the wheelchair-accessible path,
which curves up the west side of the mountain. Nearby you can
also walk out on a short leg to a picnic table with great
views. There is even a stone oven and stone table top here for
gourmet picnics!

Potato Hill, Temple
I found this trail on AllTrails, which is fairly reliable
about marking a trail as private property. This one wasn’t
tagged private, but there is also no associated land trust or
organization ensuring public access.
So, with that disclaimer!, this seems to be a popular spot and
a nice little hike near Farmington. The trail is not blazed
but is easy to follow. Right from the start, the path climbs
steeply up for 0.3 miles to a ledgy ridge. Walk the final 0.2
miles and you’ll emerge on an outcrop with views to the west.
There are two stone memorials at the top.
It looks like an ATV track continues on the other side of the

1,526-foot summit, but we didn’t have time to explore where
that went.
Directions: The trailhead is off the unpaved Kennison Road,
and had no marker indicating its presence when we visited. But
the AllTrails app is spot on regarding its location. So if you
use its blue dot, you’ll find it no problem. Parking is
alongside the dirt road — there is plenty of room. If you’re
using an odometer, the trailhead is about 0.4 miles on the
right from the intersection of Kennison and Day Mountain Road.
Also, in 2022, Day Mountain Road was paved but in poor shape.

Tip Toe Mountain Preserve,
Vinalhaven
This is my friend’s favorite Vinalhaven Land Trust preserve.
It definitely has the best name! There are three little tip
toe summits within the 40-acre preserve: Little, Middle, and
Big Toes. There are views from each one. Conveniently, the
most dramatic peak is right by the parking area. A little path
allows you to scramble up a big rock mass to fabulous views
over Crockett Cove in mere seconds.
But if you’re here to hike, head over to the trail system,
which offers both high points with views and a beautiful
shoreline. Middle Tip Toe offers several outlooks from a
craggy ridge trail (with some high cliffs, so be careful). Big
Toe involves scrambling up a rock for views.
Vinalhaven Land Trust says the Middle loop is half a mile; the
big loop trail is 0.6 miles. When the tide is in, crossing the
stone dam might be challenging.
Directions: (From the land trust) Turn left from the ferry
terminal, go 0.4 mi., then right on Old Harbor Rd. for 0.3
miles. Bear left onto North Haven Road for about 6.5 miles to
where Tip Toe Mountain Road (gravel) will be a left turn.
Drive about 1.2 miles down this road; the gravel parking lot
at the base of Little Tip Toe Mountain Town Park will be on
your left.

Savage Mountain, Temple
The wide forested route to the open ledge and beautiful views
consists of a fairly easy uphill for most of its 0.75 miles.
There is, however, one steep section mid-way with loose,
eroded rock.
The trail, which follows ATV roads, is unmarked and unmanaged,
but easy to follow. After starting out on the main track, look
for a discontinued trail to your right in just about an eighth
of a mile or so in. From here, you’ll head up a moderate
incline until you reach your first views from open ledge.
Follow a small side path to even wider and more dramatic
ledges and great sightseeing to the west.
(Thank you to land conservationist and public-access defender
Brent West, of High Peaks Alliance, for showing us this
amazing spot! Brent calls hikes like Savage Mountain

“cheating,” since you can
relatively little effort.)
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Directions: From Intervale Road, turn onto Day Mountain Road
and follow it for about 3.5 miles. You continue on this road
after the pavement ends. At roughly 3.5 miles, look for
ATV/snowmobile signs pointing to your right and a sign marking
a dead-end road. (On Google maps, this is where Day Mountain
Road turns into Jackson Mountain Road.) Turn right onto the
dead-end road and look for a small open area, big enough for
two vehicle, on your right in about 550 feet. Park here and
walk up the ATV trail.

Table Rock,
State Park

Grafton

Notch

This Grafton Notch hike offers extraordinary views after a
relatively easy, short climb. That is, the hiking is
moderately easy if you go up the Appalachian Trail for 0.9
miles and then take the 0.5-mile trail that cuts straight over
to Table Rock. There’s just a bit of a clamber up rocks and
rungs to the flat rock ledge at the end. Table Rock sticks out
of the side of Baldpate Mountain 900 feet above the valley
road, offering great views of Old Speck Mountain and down the
notch.
Be careful, though, because the cliffs plummet straight down!
For those who want more of a challenge, you can take the Table
Rock Trail up, blazed in orange. This 0.8-mile trail is very
steep, with lots of climbing over boulders and huffing up
stone steps. I’d advise not going down it, but rather
returning on the AT. But it’s an interesting trail because you
pass under the cliffs that make up Table Rock, and squeeze
around huge fallen boulders. You can explore the slab caves
here, although we didn’t.
The total loop is about 2.7 miles according to my GPS.
Directions: You can leave from the huge parking area for Old
Speck Mountain, off of Route 26. Cross the road on the AT, and
you’ll reach the junction with Table Rock Trail in about 0.1
mile, heading off to your right.

Goose Eye Mountain, Grafton
Notch State Park
There are several ways to reach the top of this fantastic
mountain with two peaks (the taller is 3,974 feet). I’ve just
hiked the 4.6-mile Wright Trail so far, which leaves from Bull
Branch Road, a dirt road that is maintained well enough for
low-clearance vehicles.
The Wright Trail in Grafton Notch State Park and Mahoosuc
Public Lands initially lulls you into a peaceful state of calm
for the first 2.5 miles, before startling you wide awake when
the trail begins to ascend steeply. The first half of the
trail follows Goose Eye Brook, which has lovely cascades and
pools all along this stretch. Those who don’t want to summit
the mountain can meander alongside the brook, possibly
swimming in one of its deeper pools if it’s hot enough. (You
can see on my map where we left the main trail to check out
pretty spots in the brook. You’ll start to see nice stuff
around 0.6 miles in.) The trail ascends gradually, offering a
gentle walk through the woods. You’ll have to cross a few

streams, though, jumping from rock to rock.
The nature of the hike changes when you reach the campsite, at
2.5 miles. Here you’ll make a crossing over Goose Eye Brook,
which can be difficult. Then the trail starts to head steeply
up. You’ll get a bit of a reprieve after a half mile or so of
climbing, when the trail flattens a bit before climbing again.
Shortly, at 3.1 miles, you’ll emerge over tree line on a
spectacular but very exposed ridge. The wind can come gusting
at you without many nearby peaks to blunt its force!
After walking along the ridge a short ways, you’ll dip back
into the forest again before reaching the Appalachian Trail.
Turn left and you’ll arrive at the lovely summit of Goose Eye
in 0.3 miles (passing southbound the At to Mt. Carlo on your
right at 0.2 miles). Views abound all around. If you had
turned right at the AT back when it intersected with the
Wright Trail, you could climb steeply for 0.1 mile to the
summit of North Peak, which has great views of Goose Eye.
When we hiked this trail in September, 2021, it was very
muddy, especially at the top along the ridge.
Swimming: After your hike, you can plunge into the popular
Frenchman’s Hole, which is on Bull Branch Road about 1.1 miles
before the parking area for Wright Trail. Kids like to jump
off the rocks into the deep pool underneath the waterfall. You
can also cool off in one of the pools you’ll pass alongside
Wright Trail.
Directions: Follow Sunday River Road for 7.8 miles; it’ll
switch to gravel at around 6.5 miles. When it take a sharp
left to cross Bull Branch river, you’ll come to a fork in the
road. Go right onto Bull Branch Road. You’ll pass Frenchman’s
Hole in a little under a mile on your right. On hot days,
it’ll be mobbed here! Continue another 1.1 miles or so to the
end of the road, blocked by a gate. There’ll be a large
parking area here. Walk back along the road a short ways to

see the trailhead kiosk (on your right if you’re walking away
from the parking area).

Spaulding
Mountain,
Carrabassett Valley

near

Mt. Abraham and Spaulding Mountain trail in yellow;
North/South Crocker and Sugarloaf Mountain in blue; Mt.
Redington trail in red
Spaulding Mountain, at 4,010 feet, is on many Mainers’ bucket
list since it’s higher than 4,000 feet. As a destination of
its own merits, it’s not that inspiring! Although I do hate to
denigrate mountains. Anyway, it can be tackled from several
directions. The shortest way up is leaving from Caribou Pond
Road (also called Caribou Valley Road, or just Caribou Road, I
think!) on the Appalachian Trail, a five-mile ascent.
If you leave from Caribou Pond Road, you’ll head north along a
dirt road for a half mile before reaching the intersection
with the Appalachian Trail. Take a left on the AT, and you’ll
soon cross a river before starting a very steep, rough path up

Sugarloaf. Thankfully, the steep stretch does come to an end
after a half mile or so! The rest of the way to the junction
with the side trail to Sugarloaf’s summit is less difficult.
From the junction with Sugarloaf’s side trail, it’s another
2.1 miles to the 0.1-mile side trail to the summit of
Spaulding. (Don’t miss the short spur to a view of Mt. Abraham
along the way.) While the summit is wooded, there is a short
path north to a small spot with a view of Sugarloaf.
The other way up Spaulding is via Mt. Abraham, an 8-mile hike.
The first 4.5 miles take you to the stunning summit of Mt.
Abraham. The path to the Appalachian Trail and to Spaulding
leaves west from the summit, and is marked with cairns. In 1.7
descending miles, you’ll come to the AT. Turning right here,
you’ll reach the 0.1-mile spur to Spaulding in another 1.7
miles. On the AT ridge, you’ll have a bit of a respite from
climbing for a mile or so, before ascending again to
Spaulding’s summit.
If you hike Mt. Abraham to Spaulding Mountain and down to
Caribou Pond Road (Caribou Valley Road), it’s about 13 miles.
Directions: One of Spaulding’s trailheads leaves from Caribou
Pond Road, which is a rough dirt road best tackled with highclearance vehicles. From the access road to Sugarloaf, drive 1
mile west on Route 27 to the junction with Caribou Pond Road.
Turn left and drive carefully another 3.8 miles down the road
to a yellow gate and large parking area (often filled with
cars on nice summer days). If you’re leaving from Mt Abraham,
check out my directions here. If you don’t want to drive the
treacherous road to Mt Abraham’s trailhead, I highly recommend
booking a shuttle ride with All Points Transportation.

Little Peaked and Big Peaked
Mountains, Clifton
These two small mountains (905 feet and 1,152 feet) offer an
enjoyable conjoined hike. Because the views are lovely from
both open, ledgy summits, they tend to be popular on nice
days.
From the south end of the parking lot, right where the road
turns from pavement to gravel, you’ll find the 0.5-mile
footpath up Little Peaked (also known as Little Chick Hill)
heading off into the forest. I recommend taking this wooded,
shady trail, but many people head up the cell tower access
road to the summit of Peaked (or Chick Hill), immediately to

the left of the footpath. The footpath climbs steadily and
steeply up, and is marked with faded blue blazes which, when
we visited in June, 2021, were sometimes hard to see.
When you’re closing in on the summit, the trail opens onto
ledge. Head straight up on the exposed rocks, enjoying the
views. Keep looking for the blue blazes on the rocks. At the
summit, the blazes will bring you into the woods, where you’ll
shortly arrive at an intersection (roughly 0.6 miles from the
parking area).
From this point, I recommend going right, onto a small open
ledge. Very faintly on the rocks here is painted the
instruction, “To Big Chick,” with a blue arrow. Follow this
trail steeply down to where it crosses an old overgrown woods
road at approximately 0.3 miles. Continue straight here for
the last steepish half mile to the summit of Peaked Mountain.
There’s a communications tower up there and the views are
great. We returned via the 1.5-mile cell tower access road.
If you were to have taken the left turn at the intersection at
the summit, it would bring you steeply down to the old woods
road. A blue arrow painted on a tree at this intersection
directs you to the right, where you can join up with the
footpath to Peaked Mountain’s summit. If you were to go left
at the arrow, you’ll end up on an overgrown path that takes
you back on the cell tower access road.
Directions: From Route 9, turn north onto Chick Hill Road, and
follow it 0.75 mile to where the pavement ends at a large
parking area.

Parkman, Bald Peak, Sargent,
Gilmore Peak, Cedar Swamp,
and
Penobscot
Mountains,
Acadia National Park
The six peaks between Route 3 and Jordan Pond are all
spectacular and connected via a dense network of trails that
range from moderate to advanced. So you can plan a route here
that is easier or harder, and which encompasses as many of the
summits as you have the time and energy for. They all have
tremendous views.

Like I’ve mentioned in other posts about Acadia, I recommend
that as much as you can, plan your route so you’re walking the
ridge trails in the direction of the sea. It’s magical to hike
on the park’s high, rocky hills with the ocean shining below
you. In this area, my two favorite trails for sea views are
Sargent South Ridge Trail and Penobscot Mountain Trail. These
trails traverse exposed ridges with views in every direction.
A nice spot to include in your hike itinerary here is Sargent
Pond, a little pool sunk between Penobscot and Sargent
Mountains, about 0.3 miles north of Penobscot Mountain’s
summit on the Penobscot Mountain Trail headed toward Sargent
Mountain. The day we visited, there were so many dragonflies
skimming the water surface that they were landing on our
knees, hands, guidebook, and hats.
If you’d like to avoid any of the trail sections labeled
advanced, you should stick to the outer trails that swing wide
around the mountains and up to their summits. These trails
include Parkman Mountain Trail, Sargent Northwest Trail,
Sargent South Ridge Trail, Penobscot Mountain Trail, and the
Asticou-Jordan Pond Path.
But of course, you can do shorter loops if you don’t mind a
steep ascent or descent. You also have the option of returning
to your trailhead on any of the carriage roads, if they
intersect with your trail. These are always easy, albeit
hilly!
Of all the trails in this region, I found the Giant Slide to
be the most difficult. Part of the trail follows a stream, and
as the name implies, a rock slide. So you’re clambering over
big rocks while navigating a stream. While it is fun — at one
point, for example, you have to crawl or slouch your way
through a short ice cave with ice that lingers well into
spring, and at another you have to squeeze through a small
opening between boulders — it can be a bit tricky footing in
sections.

The Amphitheater Trail, too, was difficult as it required
multiple stream crossings and seemed to be less used and
maintained than the other trails in the network.
Note: the Asticou-Jordan Pond Path emerges on its east end at
the Asticou Map House (a little shelter with laminated park
maps). If you take a right here onto Gatehouse Road, you’ll
walk out to Route 3. Just 25 feet or so to your right across
Route 3 is the trail leading to the Hadlock Ponds trail. It
helps to follow some kind of phone map, like Strava or
AllTrails (I use Avenza with the Nationanl Geographic map of
the park), so you can feel confident you’re making the correct
turns!
Directions: There are four designated parking areas off Route
3, as well as at Jordan Pond and below the Bubbles off the
Park Loop Road. There’s lots of room to park on the wide
shoulders of Route 3 near the Giant Slide trailhead.

Saddleback
Rangeley

Mountain,

near

Map Note: I have hiked the trail marked in blue on my map, and
drawn the trails I haven’t hiked in light blue, so I can’t
vouch for their accuracy.
There are several ways to get up this impressive mountain, one
of the handful mountains in Maine over 4,000 feet. A good
stretch of this hike is above tree line, on fragile alpine
habitat, with breathtaking views in all directions. The ridge
up to the summit and over to the horn is especially beautiful,
albeit difficult and exposed to the elements. Be prepared for
windy, cold conditions. One of the nice aspects of this
popular mountain is that you have a variety of routes to the
summit. Once you’re on the summit, you can also choose to
extend your walk along the dramatic, open ridge by hiking to
the Horn (1.7 miles from the summit), or continuing on to the
glorious, albeit smaller Saddleback Junior, 1.9 miles beyond
the Horn. While you’ll descend into woods in between the three
summit points, all three peaks are treeless and open, with
fantastic views. If you go as far as Junior, you’ll leave a
lot of the day trippers behind.

OPTIONS:
You can hike the Appalachian Trail (AT) north from Route
4, where there is a large parking lot about 10 miles
east of the town of Rangeley. From this lot, you’ll hike
1.8 miles to the massive Piazza Rock, 3.9 miles to Eddy
Pond (go for a swim!) and the intersection of the long-

distance Fly Rod Crosby Trail, 5.7 miles hike to the
4,120-foot Saddleback summit, and 7.3 miles to the
second summit, the 4,041-foot The Horn. You could make a
very long day of it and keep going 9.3 miles one way to
the third peak, Saddleback Junior. Each peak has a
saddle in between, so be prepared for climbs and
descents on repeat.
Additionally, you could start at the end of Rock Pond
Road, one of the ski resort’s side roads with condos,
and hike by two remote ponds (Rock and Midway ponds) on
the Fly Rod Crosby Trail to the AT, and then follow the
AT 1.8 miles to the first summit.
Or…you could start at the AT on Route 4 and walk 3.9
miles to the long-distance Fly Rod Crosby Trail (a
multi-use trail), take a right and go just under three
miles to the 1.7-mile Berry Picker’s Trail, which goes
up the back of the mountain to the saddle between
Saddleback summit and The Horn. This trail is steep but
more protected from the elements (wind, mostly, but also
ice) than on the AT trail, and at .9 miles, hits some
open ledges with views. It also crosses a mountain
stream with small pools close to the bottom. Then you
could descend the AT for a loop!
The AT’s Maine Mountain Guide suggests setting off on
the long-distance, multi-use Fly Rod Crosby Trail in
Madrid, from the trail head off Reeds Mill Road. This
would entail a 12.3-mile one way hike to the AT and
summit. (Shorter to Berry Picker’s Trail.) I haven’t
done this yet.
Or begin at the Cascade Stream Gorge preserve, hike up
the falls and then continue 5 or so miles to Appalachian
Trail. From this intersection, it is 1.7 miles to the
Saddleback summit.
Finally, you could take off from the Saddleback ski
lodge and hike the relatively short but steep ~1.7 miles
to the summit. Essentially, the footpath follows the ski
slopes Grey Ghost to Tri-Color. Tri-Color goes all the

way to the top of the highest chairlift. If you make it
this far (you will!), you’ll find the footpath to the
right of the chairlift, if you’re facing the top of the
mountain. Follow it a couple hundred yards to the open
ridge and the AT.
Here are more specific directions for the path up
the ski slopes (distances are rough estimates): At
the base lodge, the unmarked footpath begins right
behind the lodge — you’ll see a narrow path that
snakes through the meadow. Follow this for four
hundred or so feet, and you’ll come out on a
gravel road. Go right here and look for the
footpath on your left, in 500 feet or so. Again,
you’ll see a narrow footpath carved out in the
wildflowers and grass growing on the ski slope.
Turn left, steeply up hill. Continue 800 or so
feet, where you’ll cross a track, and keep going
up! Hike for 0.6 mile (an estimate) and you’ll
come out to an open area. From here, you’ll be
hiking up a gravel road rather than on the
wildflower-filled grassy ski slope. Take the road
heading steeply up hill, which is will be slightly
to your right. In a quarter-mile, the road takes a
sharp right, and becomes sharply steeper, too. In
about 600 feet you’ll come to the top of the
chairlift, and you’ll see the footpath straight
ahead, to the right of the lift. It’s not far to
the open ridge from this point. More info here.
On our hike, in October, 2020, we started at the AT parking
area on Route 4, and walked it all way to the first and second
peak. Then we turned around and headed down Berry Picker’s
Trail to the Fly Rod Crosby Trail and back to the AT. The Fly
Rod Crosby Trail does go steadily up for about a mile after
you turn onto it, which can be daunting after a tiring hike.
But it also passes the very pretty Moose and Deer Pond. Go for
a swim if it’s not too cold!

Directions to the base lodge: The address is 976 Saddleback
Mountain Road. From Route 4/Main Street in Rangeley, turn onto
Dallas Hill Road. Follow it 2.5 miles, where you’ll bear right
at an intersection onto Saddleback Mountain Road. Follow this
almost five miles or so to the lodge.

Traveler
Mountains
Baxter State Park

Loop,

Map shows trails near South Branch Pond and Trout Brook Farm
campgrounds. Traveler Loop in blue.
When we hiked this 10.6-mile loop in mid October, the wind
gusts on the exposed ridge almost knocked us off our feet. And
the wind chill was hovering around zero, according to the
ranger. I guess it’s all part of the adventure. The loop
includes two high summits: North Traveler and Traveler

mountains, respectively 3,144 ft and 3,541 ft.
The loop that connects them is a very popular hike in the
northern part of Baxter State Park: it is rugged, tough, and
exhilarating. But be prepared for a long day, anywhere between
six and twelve hours, and potentially extreme conditions on
the exposed peaks and ridges. When the wind is blowing, it’s
nice that the trail dips into patches of scruffy forest every
periodically, giving hikers breaks from being buffeted about.
The park recommends hikers do the loop counter clockwise, to
get the arduous and steep ascent up Traveler Mountain over
first. If you do this, you begin your hike along Upper South
Branch Pond, on the Pogy Notch Trail. At 1.5 miles, you take a
left onto the Center Ridge Trail to begin your ascent; the
change is dramatic from flat path to what
disconcertingly like a near vertical climb!

feels

Throughout a lot of the hike above tree line, the path crosses
rock fields that require nimbly stepping from stone to jagged
stone. You need to have pretty good balance—walking sticks
might help.
If you don’t want to do the whole loop, you can chug up a
steep 0.5 mile from South Branch Pond Campground to a pretty
overlook on the way up to North Traveler’s summit (3,152 ft.).
The length to N. Traveler summit is about 2.8 miles one way
from the campground.
Note: Wikipedia says the Travelers got their names from the
loggers who used to drive trees down the East Branch of the
Penobscot River, because the peaks could be seen at many
points along the river, seemingly moving with the men.
Undercover Hiker has a vivid account of this walk and what to
expect. And here’s a great hiking resource to Baxter State
Park, with lots of maps.
Directions: The trail begins at the eastern end of the South

Branch Pond Campground. You can park in the general lot for
the campground if you’re not staying there, and walk down the
campground road.

Grafton Loop Trail (West),
Grafton Notch State Park
If you like long hiking days, the 38.6-mile Grafton Loop
Trail, in Grafton Notch State Park and Mahoosuc Public Lands,
offers a wonderful challenge. You could backpack the trail
over two or three days, or you can park two cars at either end
of the traverses and split the loop into two (very long!) oneday hikes.
We did the 16.3-mile Grafton Notch Loop on the south side in
one day (or some would refer to it as the west side), and have
yet to do the other side, unfortunately. We started from the
Old Speck Mountain trailhead (north end of the park) and ended
at the Grafton Notch trailhead.
The western loop includes several summits, but only two of
them—4,180-foot Old Speck and 3,335-foot Sunday River
Whitecap—offer views. But holy moly, does Sunday River
Whitecap offer glorious views. It’s an amazing mountain, with
a beautiful, open summit and raised walkways and stone walls
to keep hikers from damaging the fragile alpine habitat. And
because it’s so hard to get to — about 10 or 7 miles in either
direction — you are not likely to share it with many people.
Or at least, we were surprised we had it to ourselves on a
sunny Sunday in September.
More details: Western Loop, starting from the north end: The
first 3.2 miles of the trail begin along the well-traveled
Appalachian Trail, blazed in white. This is the steepest and
most popular section of the 16.3 miles. At 3.5 miles, you
leave the AT and head left on the Grafton Notch Loop trail. In
0.3 miles, you’ll reach the Old Speck Mountain summit and fire

tower. The views are great from the tower—for those brave
enough to climb up. The good news is that the hard part of the
hike is over; you will not be gaining huge elevations from
here on out. In fact, much of the rest of the route is flat or
slightly downhill, until you start ascending Sunday River
Whitecap, which is much easier than Old Speck. From this high
point—metaphorically, that is, since it’s lower than Old Speck
but so spectacular—you make the long way down to old farm
roads and then out to Route 26.
Directions: Hikers start the Grafton Loop at either the
trailhead parking for Old Speck Mountain, or at the Grafton
Trailhead. Because you can’t park at the end of the trail
coming down Bald Mountain on the western side, you have to
walk 0.6 miles to the official parking lot, on the right.

Eyebrow Trail, Grafton Notch

State Park

Eyebrow Trail in red (at the north end of the map); Grafton
Loop Trail in blue
This is a tough little trail! But the views are lovely from
the ridge, as you can look all the way down the notch. We
think it’s called the Eyebrow Trail because the trail curves
over an exposed cliff with rock grains that are curved like an
eye. You can see this pattern in the rock wall when you’re
standing below it in the parking lot.
You can pick up the Eyebrow Trail from the parking area for
the Old Speck Mountain trail and others. Both trails—for Old
Speck and Eyebrow—start out on the Appalachian Trail. In about
0.1 miles, the red-blazed Eyebrow Trail branches off to the
right. I recommend taking this and doing the Eyebrow Trail
loop counterclockwise, to get the very steep portion out of
the way first. Then you can descend on the less steep
Appalachian Trail. The Eyebrow Trail has rungs, a steel rope,
and a ladder to assist hikers over the steepest section of
exposed ledge.
Here’s some good info on the state park.
Directions: The trail starts from the big parking lot at the
bottom of Old Speck Mountain, off Route 26 in Grafton Notch
Park.

